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the titanic story, true or not, was a huge hit in its day. the h.g. wells inspired jules verne story was the only blockbuster hit in the realms of
harpers and augustines publishing with $1 million gold, silver, and bronze sales. titanic was launched in 1998 with an astounding 11 million us
sales. the release itself was a big departure for both immanuelles studio and its parent, vivendi universal. never before had vivendi even
attempted a major computer game adventure, and the publisher had yet to launch its multi-million line in the call of the highways and byways
sim. titanic made no exception, as immanuelles studios first game released wasnt of its own devising. as a side note, titanic is not a sequel to
verne, so immanuelles was able to keep a separate copyright on the game. titanic was also the first game immanuelles received a aaa
publishing contract. perhaps for these reasons, the company felt it would be prudent to take a step into the unknown by going back to the
historic tragedy that now dominates our world. immanuelles had to create a game thats fun without being too similar to their publishing
partner, and they did this with a minimum of effort, and a maximum of great design. it was easy to quickly see where titanic got its influence.
the first thing you notice on the titanic gamebox is a picture of the s.s. californias mast sticking out of the water next to the wooden hull. when
the boat sinks, you can actually see this mast and the water seeping from the hulls rivets. under the mast is the starboard lifeboat, a detail
that would have been in the background of the later films. you can also see the splattered light bulbs from the ship, thanks to the games great
water engine. the other side of the box is pretty standard: a portrait of the ship and a goodsized close-up of the shipwreck. the little trees on
the cover are merely suggestions of the titanic wreck, and their need for an official logo was just as needless.
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